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We describe two specific lock-in amplifiers, one designed for 

radio frequencies, the other for audio. Both have been built and 

tested by chemists with limited electronics backgrounds. Design 

philosophy is emphasized for those who wish to extend performance or 

to de sign their own. 

The af unit was designed for an electron-spin-resonance spec-

trometer, locking a klystron's frequency to that of a resonant cavity. 

It has been adapted to nuclear -magnetic-resonance work by combining 

it with a marginal oscillator. The a£ unit is designed around circuit 

modules'· so that r:nuch of its circuitry need not be fabricated. :Per

formance compares favorably with specifications published for .lsome 

comm~rical lock-in amplifiers. The af unit is designed for 40 \to 

20, 000 .. Hz, but its range is easily extended. A small preamplHier 

for exLcnding sensitivity to microvolt levels is also described. 1 

The rf unit was designed for measuring differential pressures 
' 

on the order of 0.1 f..l. with an accuracy of several percent. In achi'eving, 

the design objective, we were able to detect capacitance changes on 

-18 
the order of 10 F. Our rf unit OJWrates at 2.7 MHz, but it can be. 
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adapted to othc r. radio frequencic s. It uses Nuvistor tubes to minimize 

the'·'~nstability problems normally encountered at radio frequencies. 

---.=......~·----~- ------'- -·---~- --·-· -
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T 
.1..-. INTRODUCTION 

High-performance lock-in amplifiers are commercially 

available, but in many cases the price is prohibitive for experimenters 

with limited funds. Furthermore, some of these units incori)OrJ.tc 

features unnecessary to a given application, and the additional corn-

plcxity is undesirable. Also, commerical lock-in amplifiers do not 

encompass the entire radio-frequency spectrum. In son1c cases one 

has no alternative but to design his own. In any event, the experience 

gained in building and trouble -shooting one's lock-in is invaluable in 

understanding the instrumentation requirements generally associated 

with it. The lock-in amplifiers described here are relatively easy to 

build and test. Proper testing requires an oscilloscope and a signal 

generator, but our chemists have had little trouble in adapting to these 

instruments. Additional information in the form of photographs, 

templates, construction details, and test procedures is available. 
1 

The principal merit of the af unit is its simplicity. This 

simplicity stems from its construction; i.e., it is designed around 

commcrical circuit modules, so that much of its circuitry need not 

be fabricated. The unit is solid-state, and includes its own power 

supply. We also describe a small preamplifier for extending sensi-

tivity to microvolt levels. 

Performance of the af lock-in amplifier compares fa.:rorably 

with specifications published for some commercial units, but ours is 

less flexible in selecting frequency. It is best used in applications 

va riabk -frcq uency ope ration. Fixed -frcque n.cy ope r;:Ltion is qui:;,· 
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suitable for many applications, however, and reduces con1,plexity of 

the instrument. Some experimenters probably will choose to establish 

,.Jrcqucncy and sensitivity requirements with a commercial lock-in 

':tf~\;plifict before building their own. 

The radio-frequency lock-in amplifier does not employ circuit 

modules, but uses .Nuvistor tubes instead. Nuvistors, which are much 

smaller than conventional tubes, offer advantages at radio frequencies, 

as di·scussed later.· 

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Lock-in amplifiers are discussed elsewhere, 
2 

so this discussion 

will be somewhat limited. Basically, a lock-in amplifier docs much the 

same thing as a tuned amplifier but docs it better. The principal dif-

fcrencc is that lock-in amplifiers are phase sensitive. Also, they 

can operate at bandwidths that are very much narrower than are 

pos siblc with a conventional tuned amplifier operating at the same 

frequency. The reasons that lock-in amplifiers can operate at such 

narrow bandwidths are: (a) the information (signal) sought is ampli-

tude-modulated by a reference, usually of audio frequency or higher; 

(b) the reference also gates a synchronous detector that responds to the 

gating frequency only; and (c) if the reference frequency changes, the 

gating changes in correspondence, so that the lock-in always remains 

"in tunc. " 

Lock-in techniques arc commonly used to recover signals 40 dB 

below the ambient noise level. Th.::se techniques arc very cffl'ct.iv~~ 

because: (a) they minirnizc noise gene rated b~ the amplifying dcvicos 

• 
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used;
3 

(b) they rc.duce white noise 
4 

associated with the signal invcrst~ly 

as the square root of bandwidth (the degree to which bandwidth can be 

reduced is related to the highest frequency of the information sought); 

d ( ) I l' • • t . . th It d" f l an c t 1ey mscnm1na e aga1nst no1se at · e tune rcquency, )Ut 

of random phase. 

Lock-in techniques minimi:.-.e .. noise generated by the amplifying 

devices used because: (a) the signal is modulated to translate its 

spectra from a band centered around zero frequency tq a band centered 

about a higher frequency (the modulation frequency);
5 

most amplifying 

devices have -noise spectra that vary as the reciprocal of frequency;
0 

and (c) translation to a higher frequency moves the signal to a frequency 

where less noise is introduced by the amplifying devices used. In 

general, the modulating frequency should be greater than 100Hz when 

vacuum-tube amplifiers are used and greater than 1000Hz when 

transistor amplifiers are used. 

III. AUDIO-FREQUENCY LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER 

A. General 

Principal components of our lock-in amplifier arc shown in 

the block diagram of Fig. 1. The modulator, which is external to the 

· af unit, takes many forms and can be electrical or mechanical. The 

af unit (Fig. 2)'uscs three linear-amplifier modules. One amplifier 

in conjunction with a network comprises the oscillator. Another type 

of module includes three emitter-followers in one package. Only two 

arc used, but the extra one might provo useful to sornc experimenter!; . 

.N1ost frcquency-detcrinining clemt!nts (a par;:dlcl-T nctwori.;, for ti~~..: 
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first amplifier stage and a network for the oscillator) are fabricated 

into blank containers supplied oy the module manufacturer. 

B. Circuit Description 

1. Signal Amplifier 

The signal amplifier comprises two stages, the first one tuned 

to prevent noise and spurious pickup (such as 60 Hz) from saturating 

the amplifier stage that follows it. Bandwidth of the system, however, 

is normally determined~ by the time constant following the detector 

{Fig. 1). 
7 

Frequency chara'~:t'eristics of the first stage are achieved 

with negative feedback through a parallcl-T network. Characteristics 

measured when it is tuned to 560 Hz are indicated in Fig. 3. Asymrr.ctry 

is not due to the network ocr se ; but to the divider action of R1 and the 
' -·--

network at high frequencies {Fig. 2). Figure 3 indicates that the high-

frequency response falls off more than the gain of A1 (Fig. 2). One 

would expect the relative response to change by no more than the 

gain of the module used. 
8 

Additional rolloff at high frequencies is 

due to the divider action of R1 (added to ensure that the minimum 

. impedance shunting the input of A 1 is a reasonable value) and the 

network which reduces the signal actually applied to the input of A L 

Asymmetry is not objectionable, however; the reduced response at 

high frequencies enhances lock-in performance {by reducing noise) 

even more than if. the response were symmetricaL 

• 
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Design equations for the parallcl-T network are: 

b = k/(k + 1) 
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( 1) 

-1 RC = w
0 

· , (2) 

where the parameters represented arc indicated in Fig. 4, R
5 

and RL 

arc the source and load impedances, respectively, and w
0 

is 2r. times 

the frequency to which the parallel T is tuned. 

The value of R (Fig. 4) must be compatible with the source 

and load impedances used with the parallel T. If it is not, the per-

centagc feedback (3, at frequencies remote from the center frequency 

might be too small, and attenuation to the undesire-d frequencies ·would 

therefore be reduced. The value of R is frequently chosen with 

od 0 0 0 d 10 b d 0 h symmetry cons1 erat1ons 1n m1n , ut we are not conccrne w1t 

that effect, as indicated above. Our principal concern is that 13 be 

reasonably high at frequencies' far from the network's frequency. 

Referring to the equivalent circuits of Fig. 5, we see that the values 

of f3 can be computed if the network, source, and load parameters 

arc known. We chose an R of 3 102 and a k of 1 (see Fig. 4). In 

Fig. 2, the load presented to the parallel Tis determined by the input 

impedance of A 1 and any re sistancc in shunt with its input. The shunt 

resistance is always g rca te r than R 1. Assuming 11 102 for R1, 7 om 

for the source impedance (the measured output impedance of a T -108 

module), and 30 102 .for the module's inp.1t impedance (manufacturer's 

data), we obtain betas of 0.55 and 0.50 at the low and high frequencies, 

rcspcctivdy. 
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In v1cw of asym.mctry due to the divider action of R1 and th~ 

network, one might consider reduCing R (Fig. 4) so as to obtain a 

larJL:r f3 at low frequencies. A simple calculation, howL~vcr, reveals 

<ih:at R tnust be reduced considerably in order that f3 be increasL·d 
'; '~ -· 

'ap;preciably. A reduced R demands a proportionate increase in 

capacitor sizes; however, it is sometimes difficult to fabricate larger 

capacitors into the blank containers used. At any rate, if one under-

stands the requirements imposed upon R, he can design a network 

with properties suitable to the circuit used, 

The value of R is chosen to compromise opposing influences; 

that is, a change in R that increases f3 at low frequencies reduces 

f3 at high frequencies, and vice versa. This explains why R is 

usually chosen to be the geometric mean of the source and load 

impedances. 

Referring again to Fig. 4, our parameters at 560Hz arc k = 1, 

b = 1/2, R = 31&, and C = 0.1p.F. In general, the value of bR must be 

adjusted to obtain the required frequency characteristics. (The 

absolute frequency is generally not critical, so it is easier to adjust 

bR for the desired selectivity even though the tuned frequency is 

changed somewhat.) For exarnple, we found that bR should be 1. 3 k.'l 

shunted by 15 k..'1. When one selects the value of bR, the following key 

points should prove 1-i~lpful: 

a. Removal of the parallel Twill facilitate amp~iiier 
testing and will not interfere with amplifier Oi)cration. 

b. Ampl!!'icr g:tin witi1 the parallel T plugged in should 
:h.: :di~:;ilij· 1 .. ,,,; ::::1:' \\ith it r~movi..:d. If th~ par<dl...:l 
T i.nc!·.::l.--.c-" _.·,:d:~. ~!'".' ii:·st stage becomi..:s reg~nL.·r:l
ti\·c, ;,rH: t;\,:l't.·:',;rl~ .-;usccj)Libl'-< to osclllation. · 
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The valuL' of R fo!" the parallel T (Fig. •;) should be 
appruxima:dy :.;;~!. The <.:a;)acitor valul!s required 
can be cumput(:d [rom Eqs. (1} :.tnd (2}; if values 
diffc..:r o:;iy slightly frun1 sta:Hhrd ones, it is e:lsier to 
sc.:iect ~lH· •:;dul: u' !'. a(:cuniin;.;iy. lf the frcqul:ncy 
characll:r:s~ics o~· ..-\1 :1l'l: not .sil:Ll'j) enough (Q;:;;: 2.S), or 
i[ ti~v :.::1i:1 v[ .:\ l is r •. ·<it:<:<.:d too nHIC;l whl:n tile p:1 r:dlcl 
Tis ins<.~rtcd, change th.:.: \·;due of bR (Fig. ·~)to one 
that yields thc..: desired characteristic:;. 

d. It is generally necessary to reduce A1 gain slightly 
below its maximurn. value when the parallel T is :)lugged 
in. If gain i.s not reduced, the first stage oscillates. 
Adjust A1 gain to the highest stable value in order to 
increase selectivity. 

c. The signal at the blue test point (Fig. 2) should not 
exceed 2Y peak-to-peak. Above this value,. linearity 
falls off. 

2. Synchronous De tc ctor 

11 
The detector is a synchronous type employing two diodes, both 

of which arc gated in-phase by the reference so that they conduct 

during the same half cycle. The gating waveform is sinusoidal. 

The detector responds to inputs at the reference frequency only. 

Inputs of any other frequency produce a beat frequency that is filtered 

out by the time constant following the detector. Since the detector is 

phase-sensitive, inputs of improper phase, produce ·little or no output, 

the amount depending upon deviation from the required phase relation-

ship. 

As indicated earlier, the signal SGught is modulated at the 

reference frequency. Signal frequency is therefore correct, but its 

phase is not necessarily optimum. In order to meet this phase 

requirement, the af unit inch:des ~-. ;)h.asl.! ~hifter that permits us to 

chang<.! phase of the gatit~.~ sinusoid. The phase shifter is normally 

J.djusted for m:1.xi:nu:1-: l'L~spo:1.:>c to ::''-' signi'l.l so that the n1odulatecl 
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signal appears in phase with the gating sinusoid at one diode, out of 

pha::;e at the other diode. The net result is increased output from one 

"'Q~ode, reduced output from the other. The diode load-resistors 
: .. : .. " 

:rFi..g .. 2) are connected in series, polarities being such that the output 

is zero in the absence of signal. 

Detector response is'very linear because the gating amplitude 

chosen is larger than any signal normally applied to the detector. 

This ensures that both diodes operate about a linear region of their 

characteristic curves. [The blue testpoint (Fig. 2) should be monitored 

with an oscilloscope. If the monitored signal is.2V or less, peak-to-

peakJdetector operation. is linear.] 

Since the detector is balanced, it is relatively insensitive to 

changes in gating amplitude. This configuration also minimizes 

changes in zero resulting from changes in the phase control. This 

can be explained as follows: The gating sinusoid is derived from 

phase-shifter output. Ideally, the gating amplitude remains constant, 

and its waveform is not distorted when phase is altered. This 

idealization has been approached, but the sinusoid distorts slightly. 

Distortion does not cause zero shift with this configuration because 

both diodes are gated to conduction by the same half cycle. Distortion, 

therefore, influences both diodes identically. 

If the diodes were gated by alternate half cycles, asymmetric 

distortion would cause zero shift because the gating sinusoid is applied 

to the detector through a transforrn.::r. The secondary waveform 

ther~..~for0 adjusts ::tbout a level at which areas above and below zero 
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p 
voltage arc equal. ... For a symmetrical waveforn1, the positive and 

negj,tive peaks havf equal amplitude. If, however, the phase shifter 
I 

introduces asymmetric distortion, the secondary waveform adjusts ;1t 

a different level when the phase is changed. The new level causes the 

positive and negative peaks to be unequal. If the diodes were gated by 

alternate half cycles, one \vould conduct more, the other less, so that 

zero would change. 

Ope may wonder why transformers arc used, especially in 
I 

view of their frequency limitations. The answer lies in the application 

for which the af unit was originally designed -- an automatic frequency ... 

control tktt lvc;;;s a. klystron's frequency to that of a resonant cavity. 

If their frcquencics differ (owing to such changes as cavity temperature 

or klystl'On drift}, the af unit develops a feedback voltage that brings 

them back into correspondence. This feedback voltage, obtained from 

the detector output, is applied in series with the voltage normally 

ajJplicd to the klystron's reflector (several hundred volts}. Transformers 

isolate the phase detector from ground. 
13 

For most applications one 

can dis pcnse with transformers, substituting de couplin·g· and the 

appropriate phase -splitter instead. 
2 

These changes would extend the 

frequency limits considerably. 

The detector also is subject to 'frequency considerations. For 

example, its de-output level is related to the size of capacitors C3 and 

C4 (Fig. 2). For each frequency there is an optimum value dependent 

u;)on ripple tolerable .:J.:H..l out;n:t level !'cquircd. These rcqui1·cments 

arc not sev,:rc, iw\•.·,:ve:·, .-tlH.: on(: ls pcrn1ittcd considerable b.titucic 

in choosing the sO:: c;1 ;):lei t-:1:11:.:<: s. 
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Since the synchronous detector is a form of rectifier, its rcr-

formancc depends upon two different time constants, charge and dis-

charge. Both involve the sarne capacitor (C3 fo1· cxarnplc), but a 

di.ffcrcnt resistance. The charging resistance is determined by the 

output iml':>~:a-a.nce of A2 (Fig. 2), the forward resistance of the diodes, 

and the properties of transformer T1; x:nost of it is due to the winding 

resistances of T1. Resistance components contributed by the output 

impedance of A2. and -the diodes arc negligible by comparison. In 

practice,· the charging resistance is approximately 10k .. ~. 

The charging time constant with C3 selected for 560Hz is 

approximately 100 p.sec .. Compare this with 450 p.sec, the time required 

for a sinusoid to reachyeak value at the frequency indicated. 
. 

The discharge time constant,, determined by C3 and the 

resistance in shunt with i}-, is approximately 1700 p.sec. This time 

constant determines the level to which C3 discharges in the time interval 

between charging cycles. The dis charge time constant detc rminc: s 

ripple at the detector output. 

Some may choose to find the value of C3 empirically, selecting 

a value that gives the greatest output (meter current) fbr a given sig:lal 

input. ·Others may be ::Uore concerned with ripple •. We chose 0.01 p.F 

at 560 Hz; for ·comparable p_criormance at another. frequency, orw should 

scale C3 (and C4) inversely with frequency. 

The detector (Fig. 2} includes a ~witch labelled DET, which 

h a 5 tw o p o :; it ion s , ·t a n d ~'\' ( T i · ::. t a n d. ;'\' o r 1n a l ) . T h e T e :-> t p o s i t ion i ,; 

conncctt'd. H, for .:~xaznplc, tih! bbck test r)oint is grounded nnd one 

,: , 

.• ·: ~ . r.' . '<i.'' y;· 

j( 

./;. 
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monitors the yellow {or red) test point with an oscilloscope probe, half-

wave rectification can be observed. If a signal is applied, t..~e amplitude 

of the rectified waveform inc reasc s or decreases, depending upon 

signal phase relative to the reference. 

3. Oscillator 

The oscillator is a three-section, phase-lead type. Oscillation 

f . . b 14 requency 1s g1vcn. y 

w = {RC[3+2/a+l/a
2
+(R

5
/R)(2+2/a)]

1
/

2
}-

1 
(3} 

osc 

where the parameters represented are shown in Fig. 6. The minimum 

. . 14 
gain necessary to sustain oscillation is g1ven by 

A = r 
7 + 2 Rs / + + •9 
-zj R.\ a a 

+..!.!. a 

I ( \2/ \ l 4 RS 1 · 2 \ 
+ -;;<) + ><I \z + aj J . 

Referring again to Fig. 6, we chose an R of 3.6 101 and, an 

{4) 

a of 1. R is considerably greater than R5 (700Cl) in order to reduce 

the influence of R 5 upon oscillator frequency. Larger R' s also reduce 

gain requirements of the amplifier, .as indicated by Eq. (4}. If R is 

increased, changes in the module's input impedance {30 l&) influence 

oscillator frequency to a greater extent. Small frequency changes are 

not harmful, but excessive drift is detrimental because the signal 

amplifier is tuned. 

Oscillation is achieved with positive feedback around a linear 

amplifier. The af unit is de~igned for single-frequency operation, so 

the amplitude r.Qgulation norm~dly associated with variable -frequency -

o ~ c i 1 h t o r s !i a s b (: c n o rn i u c c: . 1 5 
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Referring to Fig. 6, our parameters at 560 Hz are a = 1, 

R = 3.6 16'2, C = 0. 033 f-LF. (a 
2 

R is the frequency adjustment shown in 

Fig. 2.) The parameters for other frequencies are more easily 

detci•:t,n_:ined if the following points arc kept in ·mind: 

· :~~. The value of R (Fig. 6) should be approximately 3.6 !<.0.. 
Capacitor values can be computed from Eq. (3). H th,:se 
values differ only :;lightly from standard rcsistanccs, it 
is casier to select tht: value of R accordingly. 

b. The oscill.:ttor frequency must match that of the parallel 
T. To achieve this, apply an attenuated output fronl. REF 
OUT to SIG IN, then adjust the FREQ trimpot for n1axi-
1num output at the blue test point (the attenuatcn· :-~hould 
present rnorc than 30 k.'2 to REF OUT). If the FREQ 
trirnpot has insufficient control, modify the oscillator 
network accordingly. 

c. The OSC trimpot is adjusted for approximately 6 V peak
to-peak at REF OUT. The waveform should be sinusoidal 
and free from distortion. 

4. Phase Shifter 

The phase shifter may seem unduly complicated, but the reasons 

for this complexity will soon become evident. Its basic purpose is to 

shift the gating sinusoid 180 deg. It is desirable that its output ampli-

tude remain constant in order to minimize zero shift resulting from 

any detector unbalance. Our phase shifter satisfies. both requirements. 

Output amplitude remains constant with phase for the following 

reason. The networks (Fig. 2) are driven by two voltages of equal 

an1plitudc but opposite phase. In the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7 and 

th.:.~ vector diagrams of Fig. 8, note that the networks arc excited by 

two voltages in series, E1 and E2. Part· of the exciting voltage is 

devt:lo;wc! ~icro::;s the car~lcitor (EC), the rest across tht: resistance 

(ER). Dcc.1.u:;e th .... •s<..! .::ompo:1c~nts arc always in quJ.draturc, they 

can be represented within a circle, at:i shown in Fig. 8. When phase 

-~- .. 
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is adjusted, EC and E., chang(; according to the ratio of reactance to 
.L\. 

resistance. Figure 8 indicates the distribution of voltage for two 

different settings of R. Because output is taken between points Pi 

and P2, the output vector is drawn from the center of the circle (Fig. 

8). When R changes (Fig. 7), the output vector rotates relative to 

the applied voltage, but it docs not change in amplitude. 

H the reactance of C (Fig. 7) could be reduced to zero, the 

output vector would rotate 180 deg when R was changed from zero to 

sorne finite resistance. But the reactance cannot be reduced to zero 

because (a) such a reduction would require a capacitor of infinite size, 

and (b) zero reactance ·':vould short-circuit the generator driving the 

network. Since the source has limited current capability, the 

reactance of C must be large enough to ensure that the source is not 

overloaded when R is reduced to zero resistance. With the phase-

splitter chosen (Fig. 2), we determined that distortion results unless 

the reactance of C is greater than 40 kn. 

Inasmuch as distortion limits the value of C, and since the 

source always includes some resistance, it is not generally possible· 

to obtain 180-deg shift with one network. Consequently we employ two 

networks, obtaining more than 90-deg phase shift !rom each. The 

networks arc ganged, so that one control adjusts the phase of both 

(sec C1 and C2, Fig. 2) . 

. The foregoing disc\,lssion indicates that the reactance of C 

must be greater than •10 !.;..'!, Since reactance is a function of frequency, 

the value of C tnust be ;.1clapted to the opcratipg frequency chosen-· 

we usc 6SOO pF at 560Hz. Fo•· a phase ::;hift of at least ?0 de:g, the 

~: .!.. . • • 

. ... .. .. ··- ... ". ~:.;:-:: . .=:-:-:::-;:-:··. '.:-::'" .. ~ ... ·. -:-. ·• .. -::.~-: -.~·- . :·. : 
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value of R must be approximately 50 kn. If R is 50 k..<1, however, 

phase -shifter out~ut amplitude changes with phase when a low -impedance 

lo.:td is connected to the phase-shifter output. (This is more app;l:-cnt 

fron1 ·t}{¢~~quiv.:llent circuit of Fig. 9.) Loading is a problc;;·t if the 
:..,""•.·.~ 

phase shdt.cr is followed by bipolar transistors. One solution to 

loading is bootstrapping; 
16 

our solution is field-effect transistors for 

Q2 and 04 (Fig. 2). These transistors have a very high' input impedance, 

literally hundi·eds of megohms~ As used here, their input is shunted 

by 10 lvin, but that is relatively high when compared wit1} the value of 

R used (50 1&). Field-effect transistors are also useful because they 

permit the usc of smaller coupling capacitors. 

5. Source Follower 

The source follower, not required for some applications, is 

necessary when the phase detector must drive a low-impedance load. 

The phase detector is not suitable for driving low -impedance loads 

because (a} detector linearity suffers, and (b) output voltage is reduced 

too much for many applications. Also important, the time constant 

responsible for system bandwidth (Fig. 1) is connected between phase-

detector output and source-follower input. The source follower permits 

us to reduce the capacitor size associated with a given time constant. 

Bcc:tuse the source-follower input impedance is very high (us.:::s field-

dicct transistors), we can usc large resistors for R2 a'nd R3 (Fig. 2), 

the!·vby reduCing the capacitance required for a given time constant. 

G. P r '-' ;1 z r: p l i fi c 1· 

.:\ sm:tll prcarnplificr h<Ls bc0n designed for thos.:: applications 

requiring rnicrovolt sensitivity. This prcan1plificr, which usc::; two 

' ; 

"i 

r 
' • 

I 
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linear-amplifier modules, is constructed separately; its schematic 

is given in Fig. 10. Power is obtained from (a) internal batteries, 

or (b) a separate power supply, also shown in Fig. 10 .. Maximum gain 

is about 8000, with the actual value depending upon such factors as 

load impedance'. 

E. Specifications 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 40 to 20, 000 Hz. The frequency range can be 

extended if the transformers are omitted. 

SIGNAL CHANNEL Q: approximately 28 at 560 Hz. 

GAIN: {de out/ rms in) ;;; 3 000. Additional gain (more than 7 0 dB) 

can be obtained with the preamplifier described. 

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: approximately 1 I-LV rms with the input 

terminals shorted and a 2-sec time constant .. Measured at 

560Hz. 

LINEARITY: better than ±1% of full scale. 

ZERO DRIFT: less than ±1 o/o of full scale per hour, maximum. 

OUTPUT: 

LEVEL: maximum de output is ±2 V -{linear range). 

IMPEDANCE: 1 kn when taken from RECORDER, 300 kn at 

PHASE DET OUT. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: l k..<1 (approximately 30 I& with preamplifier) . 

... 

• . . . ·: ~-..-_~ :. ·.: ~:: .• -.-:--··;"":"="···-·.-.--· ... _,. .·. 
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The af. unit was designed for an ESR spectrometer now being 

developed. Two lock-in ::1mplifiers are used, one for automatic frc-

quency control (12kHz), another for the signal channel (560Hz;. 

We hav:~ ,:::1.dapt7d the af unit to nuclear -magnetic -rc sonance 

):. -~ \. '.;. 

work, using the :lock-in amplifier with a marginal oscillator to detect 

the nuclear-n1ag'netic-resonant frequency of a san1ple exposed to a 

magnetic field. This frequency, directly proportional to field 

strength, can be measured with ·precision and affords an accurate 

·measurement of field intensity. Another application involves automatic 

frequency tracking when the magnetic field is varied. 

IV. RADIO-FREQUENCY LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER 

A. General Considerations 

Commerci·al rf lock-in amplifiers do not yet encompass the 

entire radio-frequency spectrum. This is probably because there is 

I . 
little demand and frequency flexibility is hard to come by. As require-

ments become better defined, commercial units can be expected to 

follow suit. 

As stated earlier, the rf unit was designed with a specific 

objective in mind; to n1e<~.sure pressure differentials on the order of 

0.1. }J. accurate to several percent. When the unit ... vas designed, com-

mercial micromanometcrs of sufficient ::;cnsitivity' were not available, 

d ' . d -~ d "b d 1 l 1?, 18 
an so we <H.:sq;nc our own. .!.'or reason:. es-=n e c sew 1.crc, 

we eh~ctcd to sense pr<.!s:o:urc: diifc!'t.:ncc with a n:crnbranc n1anorncter, 

con:-;tructed like a diffcl'cnti~l c.::tp;,ci.t<Jr. Th·c capacito1' forn•c:d two 

,•' 

r· 

. :. 
-:.,. .: .. ··. --- -----~------=----'- ________ ...J.:.....-" 
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legs of a resonant-bridge network excited by a 2.7 -MHz source. Bridge 

output was amplified and detected with the rf lock-in detector described 

{Fig. 11 ). The frequency of 2. 7 MHz was chosen for several reasons, 

some theoretical and some practical. Those reasons, not discussed 

here, arc explained in Ref. 17. 

Some readers may wonder why the rf unit also was not designed 

·around circuit modules. The main reason is that the rf unit was 

developed before the af unit, :::;owe had· not yet thought of using cir-

cuit modules. Even so, we might have: rejected the modular concept 

for the rf unit because: {a) most modules with adequate frequency 

response are subject to oscillation, so we might not have been able 

to realiz c as much gain; · {b) the signal amplifier should be tuned, so 

there is no particular advantage to wide-band devices -- the gain-band-

width product is wasted; (c) high-frequency modules were more expen-

sive; if modules were used,· the rf unit would have cost about three 

times as much as it did with Nuvistors; and (d) Nuvistors operate at 

higher voltages, so the output levels are higher and the need for a de 

amplifier is eliminated in some cases. 

The rf unit uses Nuvistor tubes because: {a) it was to be dupli-

cated and operated by those with little or no electronic background 

(transistors were not used because their "loose" tolerances pose 

duplication problems; good design can compensate for this, but 

engineering funds were limited); (b) Nuvistors are very small and 

generate little heat, which _p..;rmitted u::; to confine them to well-shielded 

compartn1cnts, thus minimiz.ing inst::~.bility problems; and (c) their 

con1bination of high trans~~onductance with low ·intcrelcctrodc 
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. capacitance permits considerable gain without neutralization of the 

amplifier stages. 

B·. Circuit Description 

1. Signal Amplifier 

The signal" amplifier comprises three stages, each· tuned to . 

2. 7 MI-Iz. (See Fig. 11.} Because all three stages employ Nuvistors, 

more gain ca·n be realized than is possible with most conventional tubes. 19 

The tuned circuits are shunted with 5.1 kn resistors that reduce regen

eration and increase bandwidth, thus minimizing the effects of frequency 

drift. 
.1 

' . 
Some tuned circuits are inductively coupled to form transformers. 

In Fig. 11, T1 (for example) is used to match .the input impedance of Vi 

to that of the source. We now show that its primary should be series 

resonant in son1e cases, parailel resonant in others, with the choice 

depending upon source resistance. 

Assuming that we wish to obtain maximum gain from T1, we 

. h . 20 wr1tc t e equat1on as 

G = Ec/E = l/2{Q jQ }1/
2 

(L /L ) 
1

/
2 

(5) max. · P S S P 

(with critical coupling assumed), where the parameters represented are· 

_indicated in Fig ... 12; here Qp and 0
5 

represent the primary and sccon

d;1ry Q' s, respectively. 

If we a:;sumc further that L
5

, Lp, and QS arc constant, Eq. (5) 

reduces to 

/ 
I 

·"·:":-
' ·.;. ·:->:.~ .,.. .-,~~· 

\ 

' ~! 

-;.' 

i 

i 

i 
! 
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G = K Q 1/2 
max p ' 

where K is some proportionality constant. 

proportional to the square root of Qp. 

Therefore, 

UCRL-16632 
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{6) 

G is rnax 

The value of Qp can be expressed by two equations, one for 

21 
series resonance, the other for parallel resonance: 

= R /w 0L1 eq 

(series ,resonance) 

·(parallel resonance) 

(7) 

( 8) 

where w0L1 is the inductive reactance of Li, and R is the equivalent 
eq .. 

resistance lowering primary Q. 

If we assume that losses due to the source resistance are much 

greater than the equivalent coil losses (60), we can substitute the source 

resistance for R in Eqs. {7) and (8). Each equation yields a different 
eq 

Qp;
22 

we select the resonance type giving the highest value. 

An example should prove helpful. With 2. 7 -MHz opc'ration 

and 40 flH assumed for Li, its inductive reactance is approximately 

7000. We would use series resonance if the source resistance were 

less than 70CC, parallel resonance if it were more. Physically, this 

can be explained as follows: Secondary voltage is directly proportional 

. I 23 If h . . . to pntnary current, p· t e pr1n1ary 1s ser1cs resonant, 

line current {IL) are the same. If the primary is parallel-resonant, 

Ip is Qp times I L' The important. quantity in either case is the value of 

Ip. At first, it c1ight appear that parallel resonance is always best 

bccaus~..~ IL is multiplied by Qp. R!.!rn,.nnbcr, however, that parallel 

. rcson<:l.nc...: increases the input il-ii)J<.':cl~u1cl.! of the !Hirna:ry, ·reducing !L 

·,~.· '. " 
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accordingly. If I 1s to be increased by parallel resonance, the value 
p 

of Gp must be greater' than the factor by which line currents arc r..:·duccd; 
~; ... · . 
. ~f::-·:-- .. , 

this~:fictor is related to the impedance of the primary relative to the 

resi''stance of the source. The preceding derivation indicates that the 

transition occurs when the source resistance equals the inductive· 

reactance of Lp. Substitution of the design parameters into Eq. (5) 

reveals that the maximum gain obtainable from T1 is approximately 16. 

In most cases, the value realized is considerably less, the amount 

depending on source resistance .. 

2. Synchronous Detector 

With the exception of tured circuits, the detector configuration 

is identical to that used for the .:d unit. For a discussion refer to 

Sec •. III. n. 2. The rf unit docs not include a source follower and special 

time constants, such as those used in the afunit. If necessary, these can 

be added as shown in Fig. 2. Common-mode voltage at the detector 

output is greater for the rf unit, however, and bias to the source follower 

must be adjusted to compensate for their differences. If large time 

con::;tants arc not required, a low-impedance potention1etcr recorder 

can be driven by a divider connected across the DET OUT terminals, 

as s!10wn in Fig. 11. 

3. R~ fc rene(~ Amplifier 

The reference am·plifier involves only one stage. Amplifier 

output is coupled to .the phase detector through trans former T4. The 

rf t;nit clues rw~ :ncludc n phase~ control 1~· sc : phase is adjusted with 

L9. Sornc may pn:fcr a rnorc cbboratc phase shifter such as that . 

. 

i . 

-~-----·-." ~J 
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The generator (Fig. 13) comprises a crystal-controlled 

oscillator and a buffer. (A self-excited oscillator might have proved 

adequate, but we preferred the stability associated with crystal control.} 

The crystal is operated series -;:resonant, with feedback determined by 

the capacitance ratio of Cl and C2. The ratio and bias are adjusted to 

produce a minimum of distortion. This capacitance pivider also 

reduces oscillator loading, thus improving frequency stability. Buffer 

excitation is low to prevent V2 from drawing grid current. The coupling 

capacitor and bias are adjusted for purity of waveform. 

E. Specifications 

Performance, as related to the original application of the rf 

unit, is described in Ref. 18. The important specifications for the 

modified rf unit are listed below: 

FREQUENCY: 2.7 MHz. 

SIGNAL CHANNEL BANDWIDTH: 220kHz. 

GAIN: (de out/rms in) ;:::; 2700, dependent upon source resistance. 

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: not measured. (We were able to dc:tcct 

capacitance changes on the order of 10- 18 
F with the unit of 

Ref. 18.) 

LINEARITY: approximately 1% of full scale . 

ZERO DRIFT: not measured . 

OUTPUT: linea1· to at least 2.-1 V. 

-·· ., .. ..i. •. ~--
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The original application was for a micrbmanom\'!tcr, a::; 

discussed in Ref. 17. In achieving tlH: design objective, we were 

able to detect papacitance changes on the order of 10-
18

F. This 

unusual sc:ns:ifi~ity to dielectric properties could be useful in other 

areas; we are considering its application to diagnostic studies of 

gaseous media. Another application involved the detection of light 

modulated at 2. 7 MH~ .. 

/ 
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Fig. l. Block diagram of the af unit. The modulator, which is 

external to the af unit can take many fo rm.s, · electrical or mcchani-

cal. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the af unit. Modules T-108 and T-116 

arc manufactured by Engineered Electronics Company, Santa Ana, 

California. Module grounds should be made as indicated to avoid 

rrround loons. All resistors arc 1/-tW, 5% carbon, unles~ "" . 
indicated otherwise. Phase control is a 2-gang, 2W, Ohmite 

CCU-5031. All capacitors not polarized are Mylar. BNC connectors 
i . 

arc insulated from groun:l, DACE 4890-1. Components indicated by 

::c arc frequency scn'sitive; their values can be deduced from the 

text. Components indicated by ::::::may require special attention. 

We found that when operating at 12kHz, the capacity unbalance of 

Ti caused detector unbabnce and zero shift with phase. This was 

corrected by substituting UTC type A-22 for Ti. 

Fig. 3. Frequency characteristics of A1 (Fig. 2) with parallel T tuned 

to 560Hz. Asymmetry is explained in text. 

Fig. 4. Parallcl-T network. The source and load are connected as 

shown by dashed lines. 

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuits of the parallel Tat (a) de, and (b) high 

frequency. R is the netwc:>rk resistance, as indicated in Fig. 4. 

RS and RL are the source and load resistances, respectively. 

Fig. 6. Equiv;tlcat circuit of :hrc(:-~oc~:tion ph:ls..:-lc.:.d osdlbtor. 

Fig. 7. ') - . El anci E2 

point:-; Pi ~tncl P:.!. 
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Fig. 8. Vector diagram illustrating why the phase-splitters yield an 

output of constant amplitude bnt va-riable phase: (a) Phase control 

at an arbitrary :->etting of R; (b) R increased to a higlH:r value. 

Fig. 9. Equivalent circt:it of phasc.:-splittcr illustrating why output 

···amplitude change~ with phase unles~s RL is much greater than R . 

.Fig. 10. (a) Schcrnatic diagram of the af preamplifier. BNC connectors 

are DAGE 4890-1. First-stage bypass (pins 8 to 9) is su~?ject to 
I 

iH:q).l.cncy. (b) _Power supply for JYreamplifier .. 

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the rf lo,ck-in detector unit. The 27 102 

resistors are 1/2W; all others are 1/4W. Asterisks denote 1000 -pF 
. . 

ceramic fecd-th~ough capacitors, (~11 other pF capacitot·s are 

silve.r-rnica, and all )-LF capacitorsare Mylar. Cis a 7- to 45-pF 

ceramic tr.immer. All inductors ~~mprise 64 turns .of No. 32 

Formvar wound on National Radio Corp. form XR50; L7 is center-

tapped. The rom.an numerals indicate the compartn1ents in which 

tlu.: components are n1ountcd. A lpw -in1pedancc potention1etric 

recorder can be driven by a divider across the DET OUT 

terminals, as shovm. The power ~upply is not shown. 

·' 
Fig. 12.. /Equivalent Circuit useful in proving that transformer T1 

(Fig. 11) should be operated series-resonant in some cases and 

parallel-resonant in others, with the choice depending on source 

resistance. 

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of the rf lock-in gcne:rator unit. All resis-

t.ors ar<~ 1/·iV·,'. 

of No .. ~::: Fo1·mvat· wound on tot· 'I XR50. The cry:o;tal (type CR-

' 
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18/U) operates at 2762.500 kHz. Capacitors marked with an 

asterisk are 1000-pF, ceramic feed-through type; those designated 

SM are silver-rnica. 

.. ,· ,. . i. .,.. -~ .. 
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